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The Hemlock Cup
On A Hill Far Away
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The Administration
Temple

Admissions Seeks Students
For Our "Mother Allegheny"

"-JSA

; Seen above, a fine piece of modified federalist architecture (note the columns), the proposed sanctuary
•r the administration hierarchy, will be well Integrated Into the Allegheny architectural scheme along
tith the ROTC buildings and the pottery shack.

Allegheny Alums Speak Out;
Recall Fond Campus Memories
tin an effort to determine the
iorth of an undergraduate education at Allegheny, several staff
importers spent Spring Vacation
fterviewing people who have
raduated from Allegheny within
lie past ten years. Of those
uumni who would have anything
do with this project (many
hfused), an overwhelming num,pr (quite a few, to be exact)
^pressed favorable opinions
nmcerninfr their years at Alle•eny. From the responses given
, the Interviews conducted, we
we selected the following as the
>ost representative, enlightenag, and coherent:
,**Three former members of
mu Delta Tau are now partners
I a very successful funeral home
I] Connecticut. Meredith T.
reeman, speaking for the group,
toted that they "...had some very
tfave experiences at Allegheny,
.tnt (our) activities there have
coyed to be quite applicable ui
imr) present business enaeavffs. In fact, we engaged in re:ated work as undergraduates,
aid were so happy with it that
3 left school last year to
arsue things further."
Impressive Architecture
c

*"tfhe physical plant of Alfeheny really Inspired me inibig way," said 1962 graduate
f-llles van der Roebuck. "I was
1
impressed with the design of
*e various campus buildings,
'rang with their over-all cogence and integration, that I
^•cided to make architecture mj
!f>ofession." Van der Roebuck
f
noted for such architectural
JUumphs as the main office of
|E Farmers'Bank of CochranJ,TI, the West "Mead Fire Hall,
<B new addition to our own Carggle Hall, and the Bridge to
|»where In Pittsburgh.
'"Washington V. Charles II, an
6stwhile Allegheny student,
.nmmented very favorably on the
iteration he encountered during
s brief but memorable stay
-v:re. "As a Negro, I didn't
>ipect things to be easy,*' he
^•called, "but I was quite gratHJhed to find that there were two
|[<her Negroes on campus my
psshman year and that, by my

i

sophomore year, the number nao
Increased to five. I was pleased
with the reception I received, and
was very happy to find that some
students even spoke to me. I
also have pleasant memories of
the fine acceptance I was accorded while in Meadville itself."
Successful Surgeon
***'*I can't be real specific, but
I can say that my years at Allegheny were quite beneficial."
Such was the comment of 1960
graduate Hiram MacDonald, who
further noted that he considered
his term as an ASG dorm representative, his joining a fraternity and his Junior Class Banquet as the highlights of his Allegheny career. MacDonald, who
did graduate work at the Acme
Abbatlor Institute, is now a very
successful surgeon at Saegertown
General Hospital, and summed
things up by saying: "Yes, my
years at Allegheny were a wonderful preparation for life in the
outside world." The interviewer
asked MacDonald to elaborate,
but the eood doctor could <m>no
no more time, as he was hurriedly preparing for a trip to the big
city, Erie.
•••Sally deMarinated cited her
work in AWS as her biggest
reward at Allegheny. "I found
much satisfaction serving as a
part of a necessary, well-Integrated, and smoothly-functioning

team she observed. "Our finest
work was done In achieving an enlightened permissions policy for
women, and along with the college
president, in establishing modern
and reasonable codes of sexual
and moral conduct among the
women students. The College can
be thankful that AWS is carryIng on the tradition of watching
over it - assisted, of course,
by counselors, the RAB, and
many spies."
Fond Memories
•••Perhaps the best comments
came from Adam Cohen, '64.
Interviewed at Boston College
where he is doing graduate work
In sociology ("Our sociology department really stimulated me,"
he said), Cohen looked back on
his years here and could recall
nothing but fond memories. "1
can recall nothing but fond memories," he observed, "such as
the Lettermen concert, George
Lincoln Rockwell's speech, the
President's Revue (sic), panty
raids, the traditional off-campus
apartments, and innumerable
parties. There was always something to do: bull sessions, political discussions, enlightening
speakers, and college-sponsored
dances were more than enough
to occupy me during my spare
time. Yes, Allegheny really prepared me, I think."

Allegheny Dubbed Progressive;
Participates In 0 0 - 0 Program
Chrysler Corporation announced earlier this week that
Allegheny College along with
three other schools; West Mud
Haven State in Georgia* Lowers
Blue Hen A and I in Arkansas,
and Lake Swamp in Colorado,
will participate in a Chrysler
project to be known as the Outstanding Opportunities.Operation. The Chrysler group said
that Allegheny was chosen because, "it is the type of progressive institution that we in
industry look toward for leadership; the fact that the Ford
Foundation has a program at
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Allegheny means nothing to us,
some of our best friends are
Fords."
The oo-o idea is quite simple;
seventeen nigh school seniors
will be given a chance to select
oo-o when they apply to Allegheny. This will work out
quite well because only seventeen applicants have been informed of the program. The
seventeen oo-o's will go to four
classes a day; the classes must
be different each week. Then,
the students will be given tests
each week from courses they
(Continued on Page a;

In an exclusive interview with the Hemlock, Mr. Zictor Vack,
Director of Admissions, known to the student body as the 'Golden Boy,'
explained the admissions policies that 'have made Allegheny one of
the finest Institutions of its kind in northwestern Pennsylvania.'
The following is a transcript of that turned-table Interview where
the admissions director has to
answer 'a few questions.'
—__^_________
Q. What do you look for in
to have that radical or different
a perspective student?
element within him that we try
to discourage.
A. We like to see a student
Q. What sort of thing do you
before we make any decision.
look for on an application?
It is important that his hair be
short and his clothes conserA. First we look at the grades
vative. We are always leary of
and test scores. Then we check
a student with long hair. Last
to see if his father went to Alleweek we had a kid come in with
gheny. If a student gets an 800
long hair and when I asked him
on his verbal and a 500 on his
what the Civil Rights Bill was, he
math it is obvious' to us that he
knewl Good thing we interviewed
has cheated. We give the nod to
him. He might have been admitted
the student with 400 on both secotherwise. If a student comes
tions. Not brilliant maybe but
from a small town in northwell-rounded, level-headed and
western Pennsylvania or western
honest. If a student's father went
New York state, his chances of
to' Allegheny, we accept him for
admission are better, also. Anywhat he's worth - his father'!!
one from a large city is likely
alurnn) contributions.
Q Anything else.?
A. We look at extracurricular
activities. We pride ourseive* in
the fact the 75%. of our student
body plays a trumpet. All-in-all
wfe try to find the kind of student who will fit in here in our
community. We want our studentsJlo withdraw from tneworitf
for four years and entrust their
lives to 'Mother Allegheny' for
In line with the rising cost of
four years. You know, of course,
higher learning, our Hemlock that that was one of the favorite
reporter in Brooks decided to expressions of our founder Timid.
do a little scouting on her own
Alden.
to see just how well that vast
pillared edifice measured up to
Q. Yes?
the standards and expectations
A. If a student becomes aware
of the modern coed.
of the outside world we feel that
we have failed. If he interacts iran
First to catch her eye, of
it our community falls apart, In
course, was that lush expanse of
our estimation. I just shudder-at
carpet highlighting the terrace
the thought. We're always on the
dining area. After all, "a title
lookout for an all-around guy
on the door rates a Blgelow on
with a racoon coat and a hipthe floor," and one can well
flask full of soda pop. A Stutz
Imagine that Cube Steaks, IncorBearcat virtually gaurantees adporated, falls Into this category.
mission.
One look at the exciting cuisine
served in this gracious hall asQ. It can be safely said that
sured the student that the adminyou've done an excellent job so
istration had hired a pretty clever
far.
lad to coordinate the surroundA. Thank you. We try to keep
ings - Pepto Bismol pink walli
Allegheny safe, don't you know,
and blue-green floor - with the
and preserve the middle of the
general atmosphere inspired by
road.
the fare which made Brooks
famous.
Ah, but there are other attractions besides the culinary.
For example, the avant garde
student may feel a particular
identification with one of the
WANTED: People to serve on a
latest additions to Brooks - a
committee. No work necessary.
plastic-pine-paneled Coke maContact ASG.
chine. Just a casual glance in
WANTED: A bookstore sale.
the direction of this carbonated
Will pay reasonable price. Conwonder might easily confuse a
tact the student body.
visitor to Brooks...is she in the
WANTED: Used souls. Will
hallowed halls of Swarthmore,
pay 10? per soul, on inspection.
Radcliffe, or Harvard? Surely,
Satisfaction guaranteed. No rea little liberal arts school in
fund. Call L.P. Extension 222.
quaint, picturesque Meadville
WANTED: People to stand in
can't be so unconservatlve as
lines between the hours of 9 a.m.
to engineer this daring innovaand 3:30 p.m. to test new registion.
tration procedure. Contact
Our reporter noticed, too, with
Leila in Bentley after 3:30p.m.
some mild shock, that Allegheny
but not later than 4:30 p.m. any
is extending social, as well as
day but Tuesday, Wednesday,
academic, freedom to its stuThursday, and Saturday. Phone
dents. Just last term Le., wincalls only on Monday and Friter, in case this spring weather
day, between 8 a.m. and 8:05
already has wiped out memories
a.m,
of snow and sub - zero eight
WANTED: More grill rats.
o'clocks, Brooks was opened to
Contact lonely grill rats.
men. Of course, the visiting
WANTED: Two pool tables for
hours were never quite regular,
the CU. Contact R.C. at 227.
(Continued on Page 3)
(Continued on Page 2)

Brooks Lush
Worth Cost
Coeds Say

Just What
We Need
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Notes Of Misconception
!

A Rotten Democratic Trick
#1002 in "The State of the Republic" - A Weekly Inside Commentary on the Political Scene
By Jack Blaringerr, '65
State Chairman of the Young
Screamers for Meaningless
Political Action
(Editor's Note: Mr. Blaringerr is
one of the truly blaring young
lights in the Republican party
today. A jaunty, imposing figure,
Unidentified local students, having risen at 6 a.m. to begin registering he fits not at all the stoogy
under the new procedure, are caught by the Hemlock camera, froliking sterotype traditional associate
in a moment of devil-may-care before receiving grades and McBee with politicians, ie. the cigar
punch cards.
smoking, granite jawed, grumbling old men that we familiarly
see. Mr. Blaringerr is a penitrating thinker, a winning debater, a lively administrator, and
a creative speaker. He has a
wry, disengaging grin with steely,
penetrating eyes. He is known as
been on sabbatical over spring
Monday, March 28, marked a
a natty dresser and a suave lady's
break.
new era in registration proceman. Mr. Blaringerr can be seen
The second treat, came in the
dure for Allegheny College. The
on our campus, usually screamform of class cards, a sort of
day made a cheerful entrance as
ing up Park Avenue in his hot
raffle ticket to the college lotseveral hundred seniors crushed
late model car, his brief case
tery. The only catch was, freshinto the David Mead Field House
slung casually in the back seat.
men and sophomores found the
for their last registration day,
Prevalent predictions pick Mr.
only courses open were Intergiving the place a striking reBlaringerr to follow closely in
mediate Skateboarding and Playsemblance to one of Cecil B.
the footsteps of other Allegheny
DeMille's extra shots. By now, Doh Technique 23.
political greats such as: William
the seniors figured they were old
Luckily, there were very few
McKinkley Ray S chatter/, Wine
hands at this business, even down
casualties for such radical
R. Merrk and "Bud" Dyer. The
to the McBee punch cards. This
events. To counteract the stamHemlock is indeed glad to accept
should have been a proverbial
pede toward class cards, other
Mr. Blaringerr's thoroughly unbreeze. Instead, it turned out to
lines were thoughtfully stretched
solicited contributions. We only
be the monsoon season - to go to a length suitable for an hour
wonder where he finds the time
along with traditional Meadville
of slow shuffling. Actually, the
in his busy schedule to write for
spring weather.
whole process could be com- us. We suspect he is just biding
pleted if one was a senior with
The first mumblings began
his time until he's thirty-five.)
no course changes, in, at least,
when, in addition to the usual
a mere hour and a half.
paraphernalia, the white enveRecently an impeccable pollopes compliments of the regisThis, if nothing else, made all
itical source, sporting imprestrar's office, were found to conthose planning to depart in a
sive personal ties with many of
tain several other goodies. It
few months from their alma
Washington's high level decision
was a real delight to discover
mater confident that Allegheny
makers, r e p o r t e d ominous
a few new 00 students among us is not a static institution. After
storm clouds forming over the
until the realization came that
all, as the college board averpossibilities
of a new cabinet
those yellow slips sported second
ages get higher with each new
post. At that time I also reterm's grades, rather than invifreshman class, something must
tations to the Operation program.
!T3 done to prove from the be- ported further that certain of
LBJ's unofficial Texas mafia had
Obviously, the IBM machine had
ginning that Allegheny College
been
pushing the President to
offers a challpnge to its students.
seriously consider the move.
Personally, I can certainly attest
that they've been twisting some
influencial arms for their proposal
at the barbeques, square
By Milton Forbush
dance's,
cock fights, etc. which
The culmination of three great geniuses: Wonder Bread, Peter
make
up
the bulk of the curPan Peanut Butter, and Red and White Strawberry Preserves! The
immortal paanut butter and jelly sandwich! How many fortunes have rent after-hours Washington sobean lost because the peanut butter stuck to the roof of someone's cial calendar.
The office which they would
mouth? As I open' another jar of Ovalteen, I ask myself: "Why is
theTe always more salt than there are potato chips?" The red threat have the Congress create is that
oozes from between the innocent white covers, bringing catastrophy of Secretary of Young People.
to underdeveloped bananas. What makes the strawberry jam? The They reason that the ideas of
exploited paper towel is sent to clean up the red mess, drafted from Americans between 10 and 20
a happy life on the roll. So many towsls for so little jam! The milk have too long been ignored and
and pickles have a sit down strike. Cheeseburger to the rescue! neglected. These people each day
form a larger and larger perWatch out for all that red ketchup!
centage of our population, they
argue, and something should be
Having unintentionally arrived at what one, in his saner moments, done to help represent their
could legitimately, although somewhat hesitantly, call the grand in- views. Further, they assert that
sight of mind into soul, one will on occasion discover that the light young people have more problems
burning from the depths of his innermost desires reflects but yet now than ever before in history
another more flickering, albeit more intense, flame that originates
in nearly all the greatest--if not the most widaly recognized--spirits;
which is to say that the uniqueness ingerent ii evory egocentric human
Welcome Students
being (and doesn't everybody, if he is as objective with himself as
he is with his laboratory fetal pig, have to admit to a world centered
not on earth but on himself) is not really so charismatic in even the
most avidly adherent to others' commands as each would be like
most persuasive individual or so intensely personal in even the most
avidly adherent to others' command; as each would be like to regard
it. And as subtler indications of self seem destined to manifest themselves in even the most microscopic of all physical -and in a broader
North & Main Sts.
sense, mental and emotional—endeavors to which the individual can
Ph. 3-4133
aspire in any of his attempts to display the evidences by which he
strives to exhibit the treasures locked within him, it can be regarded
as pitiable and perhaps lamentably narrowminde i to consider self
as that unique creation which has been dedicated to any such ostensible purpose as the individual in his acute narcissistic sense of importance could conceive, apart from a realistic--and necessarily
properly focusad--view either objectively, or if possible, more preferably, accurately subjectively. With all this clearly in mind, it is
comparatively "easy to sae that the poet did mean--"I'm nobody, Who
are you?" But then, what did she know about it?
easels, brushes, sketch pads,

The New Era Registration
Or Does The IBM Work

(supporters of the bill are fond
of citing the President's own
children as examples of this
fact) and it seems only natural to
them that the government should
take a benevolent hand in helping solve these problems as it
has many others.
In - many quarters, as might be
expected, strong objection has
been raised to the creation of
this post. One top Republican,
whom I shall call only Everett
because he did not wish to be
quoted at this time, told me
in the strictest confidence that
he would fight the bill "with every tooth, nail or whatever at
my command."
Let us attempt, now, to look
at this proposal in nonpartisan,
unemotional, and unbiased term s.
In my opinion it is a rotten
Democratic trick. I am sure that
LBJ has long since ceased to
fool both you and I with his
pie-in-the-sky, fuzzy-headed attempts to capture - to buy more votes. Having for all practical purposes bought all the votes
that he can
manage from eligible voters he now turns his

Need Cont'd
WANTED: An official announcement that Dr. Jonathan
Helmreich is the new Dean of
Instruction. Contact the Campus.
WANTED: Someone to teach Russian History and History 1 and
2, to fill vacancy created by a
move to bigger and better things.
Contact the Dean of Instruction.
WANTED; One Playboy subscription. Contact Hugh H.
Devor, by appointment only, in
the Chapel.
Thought for the dayr Do campus police eat their young?

"Superlative Me..."

Peterson's
Ashkd

art

ECKERD'S PRESCRIPTION DRUGS
TWO LOCATIONS
Downtown — 262 Chestnut
Eckerd Kwik-Chek — So. Park Ave. Plan
Crtaton of ReatonabU Drug Price*

oil colors, pastels, water colors
complete accessories

DANIEL'S FRAME
AND ART SHOP
958 Market St.

Ph. 4-6241

RECORDS — PHONOGRAPHS
INSTRUMENTS—- LESSONS
FOR THE BEST IN ALL
MUSIC NEEDS

The

HOUSE
OF MUSIC
287 CHESTNUT ST.

interest to future votes, the
ture votes of our young people
One, however, must admire hi
brashness, and success, and oi
only wished the GOP has sujiJ i
a leader. This however does n j
mitigate the treachery of h; $
scheme. On the other hand ft j
plan does have certain n
I have always been impress®!*!5'
by the valid and tasteful lnfluty" '
ence of America's youth in SUCJ* ^
fields as popular music and TVr#
Can not this sphere of influenai^1
be reasonably extended into thtft '
field of politics? I think so. Let^ ^
me propose, then, that this neniirt
office be created not as anothe-iiH11
political plum for the voter but; If1
with higher goals. How migl^;> «K
we do this? By making the apa^Iils
pointment non-political... say foffSi
instance a Republican appointeec; '•
The appointee should be \\pp
young, dynamic personality, typlfjit
fying all that is best in youtttifli
A Secretary of Young Peoplal.toi
if we are to have one at aUijio
must be a jaunty figure. He shoulujGi
be a penetrating thinker, a win%ls
ning debater, a lively admini, f
Istrator, and a creative speakere^
I can strongly envision the poso^
held by a young fellow with n jj
winning grin but sharp steely
eyes. A man that is a natty dres-;,..-.
ser and a ladys' man. One, ii j
short, with whom the youth mai jj
identify. A Kennedy - (much asi£ws
hate to use that word) image, i, ^
you will. If the President cac:-^
prove that the need for suckij,
a post really exists, I will acu^
cept...that is to say, we shoulu-j
accept his decison.

Classified

Ik

'3

Wanted:
Responsible party to take overii
|low monthly payments on a spl- inet piano. Can be seen locally, y
Write Credit Manager, P.O. Box:.
35, Cortland, Ohio.

Business Opportunity: Availablelcs
throughout the U.S.A. and Canada.^:?
A New Product which will sellUs
itself. Our line is a completed
business within itself, no sidelineip
investment necessary. Space-age JJ
advance. Used by homes, hotels,i£)
farms, institutions, factories,®
plants, government installations.! i
and business. National Adverti—Is
sing by Company. Users may or-:k
der for $13.95 per gallon deli-U
vergd prepaid.
Exclusive Franchise. Invest-••<
ment secured by fast moving in—
ventory with a guarantee sell agreement.

$400 minimum -- $14,758.40JH
maximum investment.
For complete information
write or call:
Area Code 314-PE.9-0125
Franchise Sales Division 0-2
3024 North Lindbergh Blvd.
St. Ann, Missouri 63074

Plush
Easter
Bunnies
Assorted Colors And Sizes

$1.99-$4.69

